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We present a quantum embedding theory called dynamical configuration interaction (DCI) that combines
wave function and Green’s function theories. DCI captures static correlation in a correlated subspace with
configuration interaction and couples to high-energy, dynamic correlation outside the subspace with many-body
perturbation theory based on Green’s functions. DCI takes the strengths of both theories to balance static and
dynamic correlation in a single, fully ab initio embedding concept. The theory adds dynamic correlation around
a fixed active space of orbitals with efficient O(N5) scaling, while maintaining a multireference treatment of the
active space. We show that treating high-energy correlation up to the GW and Bethe-Salpeter equation level is
sufficient even for challenging multireference problems. Our theory treats ground and excited states on equal
footing, and we compute the dissociation curve of N2, the vertical excitation energies of small molecules, and
the ionization spectrum of benzene in excellent agreement with high-level quantum chemistry methods and
experiment.
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The quantum many-body problem is at the heart of chem-
ical reactions, emergent phenomena in materials, and count-
less technological applications. Consequently, the prediction
of ground and excited states of quantum many-body sys-
tems remains one of the most intensely researched topics in
physics, materials science, and chemistry. The diversity of the
quantum many-body problem arises from the dramatic varia-
tion of electronic correlation: from the highly multireference
character along reaction pathways in quantum chemistry to
dynamical screening in polarizable materials. Theories from
different disciplines describe certain regimes of correlation
better than others, with widely varying computational costs
[1]. Accordingly, there is great potential for new methods
which combine theories to enhance their respective strengths
and downplay their weaknesses.

In this Rapid Communication, we highlight a quantum em-
bedding theory to merge complementary disciplines. In an ac-
tive space (AS) of strongly correlated orbitals, we diagonalize
the many-body Hamiltonian with the configuration interaction
(CI) approach. In addition to the interaction between these
strongly correlated configurations, we downfold the effects of
high-energy transitions onto an energy-dependent correction
added to the CI Hamiltonian. We estimate these dynamical
corrections with a modified GW plus Bethe-Salpeter equation
(BSE) procedure. Our energy-dependent corrections correlate
the full set of orbitals beyond the orbital AS and add dynamic
correlation from the bath with only O(N5) scaling.

Quantum embedding or AS theories which reduce the
effective size of the Hamiltonian are not a new idea in strongly
correlated physics and quantum chemistry [2]. However, fully
ab initio embedding theories that are still computationally fea-
sible are difficult to formulate. Exact embedding frameworks
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exist [3,4] but, without any simplification, are essentially as
intractable as the initial many-body problem. Approximate
model Hamiltonians [5–7] are useful to reduce the compu-
tational cost but may rely on semiempirical or otherwise
not ab initio parameters. Computationally feasible, ab initio
embedding theories have proven to be extremely valuable for
studying strongly correlated systems [8–17].

Different many-body methods have distinct advantages.
Exact diagonalization (ED) of the many-body Hamiltonian
describes all static correlation or multireference character in
a frequency-independent framework [18]. ED suffers from a
combinatorial explosion in the basis, but its truncated basis
version configuration interaction (CI) reduces to polynomial
scaling. Other wave function methods, such as coupled cluster
(CC), have polynomial scaling [O(N6) for single and double
excitations, O(N8) with triple excitations], but cannot neces-
sarily treat all types of strong correlation that appear in bond
breaking or open-shell problems. An alternative approach
to the electronic problem is many-body perturbation theory
(MBPT) [19,20] based on Green’s functions. In particular, the
GW approximation [21,22] and its extension to the Bethe-
Salpeter equation [23] (BSE) are very successful at predicting
quasiparticle excitations in weakly to moderately correlated
materials [24–30], with GW scaling as O(N4). Our motiva-
tion is to treat the static correlation in a strongly correlated
subspace with CI and the remaining high-energy degrees of
freedom with GW/BSE.

Here, we only sketch the theory and refer to Ref. [31] for
details. We consider the electronic Hamiltonian in the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation,

H =
∑

i j

ti ja
†
i a j + 1

2

∑

i jkl

vi jkl a
†
i a†

j alak . (1)
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FIG. 1. (a) Partitioning of the many-body Hilbert space into D (blue) and R (red). All excitations that fall inside the orbital AS, shaded in
gray, belong to D. All other configurations are placed in R. (b) Matrix elements of the exact H describe N interacting bare electrons (black)
in the vacuum (white background). The renormalized HR describes 2m (m = excitation level) interacting quasiparticles (orange and green)
above a correlated ground state (red background).

ti j and vi jkl are the one- and two-body (Coulomb) matrix
elements of the Hamiltonian and ai (a†

j ) are fermionic destruc-
tion (creation) operators. We divide the N-particle many-body
Hilbert space into two portions defined by the projection
operators D and R,

D =
∑

I

|I〉〈I|, R =
∑

J

|J〉〈J|, I = D + R. (2)

Here, |I〉 and |J〉 are many-body configurations. To connect
the many-body projectors to the single-particle picture, we
define an orbital AS around the Fermi energy, as shown in
Fig. 1(a). The AS contains the statically correlated single-
particle states. We place all many-body configurations |I〉 con-
taining AS excitations in the strongly correlated space D. This
criterion includes all excitation levels (single, double, etc.).
We place all other configurations |J〉 in the weakly correlated
space R. Based on the projectors, the Schrödinger equation
can be downfolded onto a nonlinear effective Hamiltonian in
D [4,32–39],

ZR(E ) = 1

E − RHR ,

M(E ) ≡ [DHR]ZR(E )[RHD],

H eff(E ) φ = [DHD + M(E )]φ = Eφ. (3)

Equation (3) requires inversion of the enormous matrix RHR,
which is easily �1010 for realistic systems.

Our theory transforms the projected RHR Hamiltonian to
simplify the matrix inversion. By introducing a ground-state
energy in the R subspace, which we denote ER

0 , we renor-
malize the subspace Hamiltonian RHR to a Hamiltonian of
excitations propagating over a correlated ground state. We
rewrite RHR as

RHR → HR ≡ ER
0 + �R (4)

for some ground-state energy ER
0 and excitation matrix �R.

ER
0 and �R require a careful construction that is detailed in

Ref. [31].
The most important aspect of our theory is the calculation

of excitation energies (�R). To calculate �R, we switch from
the wave function to quasiparticle picture, as dictated by the
transformation in Eq. (4). This transformation allows us to
take advantage of the highly successful GW approximation,
which excels at treating dynamically correlated electrons. To
lower the expense of inverting RHR, we adopt a diagonal
approximation to �R. The ensuing inversion of the diagonal

matrix is trivial and still correlates the full set of orbitals at the
quasiparticle level.

In our quasiparticle estimate of excitation energies, the
diagonal matrix elements of �R are

�R
J = 〈J|�R|J〉

=
m∑

e∈J

εGWR
e −

m∑

h∈J

ε
GWR
h

+
m∑

e,h∈J

(−WR,eheh + δσeσhvehhe)

+
m∑

e∈J
e�=e′

(WR,ee′ee′ − δσeσe′WR,ee′e′e)

+
m∑

h∈J
h �=h′

(WR,hh′hh′ − δσhσh′WR,hh′h′h). (5)

In Eq. (5), e and h denote electrons and holes in configuration
|J〉, σ is a spin variable, and sums run up to the excitation level
m of the configuration. A critical element of the construction
is our use of the constrained random phase approximation
(cRPA). Instead of calculating the polarizability with all single
excitations, which is the normal case, the cRPA omits low-
energy single excitations which belong to D. Screening of
the bare Coulomb interaction by this constrained polariz-
ability gives the partially screened Coulomb interaction WR.
WR includes only high-energy screening channels —intra-R
correlation—which makes it suitable for a perturbation ex-
pansion contained in the R subspace. Wherever the screened
Coulomb interaction enters the perturbation expansion, we
use the partially screened Coulomb interaction WR to avoid
double counting correlation. The cRPA is already established
as an effective tool in strongly correlated physics and quantum
embedding [40–44]. The physics of Eq. (5) is an effective
Hamiltonian with a one-body part that is GWR quasiparticles
and their two-body interaction via WR.

With �R and ER
0 (described elsewhere [31]) in hand, we

can insert HR in place of RHR in Eq. (3). The final effective
equations, demonstrated in Fig. 1(b), are

MII ′ (ω) =
∑

J

〈I|H |J〉 1

(ω − �) − �R
J

〈J|H |I ′〉 (6)

[〈I|H |I ′〉 + MII ′ (ω)]φα = Eαφα, (7)
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FIG. 2. Top: Dissociation curve of the N2 dimer computed with
DCI (6,6) in the correlation-consistent polarized valence triple zeta
(cc-pVTZ) [55] basis set compared against exact results (FCIQMC),
RPA, CC with single and double excitations (CCSD), and CCSD
with perturbative triple excitations [CCSD(T)]. Reference data taken
from Ref. [56]. Bottom: DCI excited-state energy surfaces computed
with the correlation-consistent polarized valence double zeta (cc-
pVDZ) basis. Our DCI calculations do not use symmetry and we
take the state labeling from Ref. [48]. Dashed lines are FCI results
from Ref. [48].

where ω ≡ E − E0 and �, which is on the scale of a cor-
relation energy, is related to the calculation of ER

0 . The
matrix elements 〈I|H |I ′〉 and 〈I|H |J〉 are computed with
the exact many-body Hamiltonian using the Slater-Condon
rules [45,46]. For the ground state, ω is set to zero and no
self-consistent iterations are needed. For excited states, the
excitation energy must be found self-consistently by iterating
Eq. (6) until the excitation energy, �α = Eα − E0, equals the
evaluation energy, ω = �α .

We first test the theory by dissociating the N2 dimer in
the triple bond AS. Bond breaking of molecular dimers is
a challenging multireference problem because the correct
ground-state wave function cannot be written as a single
Slater determinant [36,47–49]. We perform dynamical con-
figuration interaction (DCI) calculations by exactly diago-
nalizing the (6,6) AS (six electrons distributed in six spatial
orbitals) dynamically embedded in the full set of molecular
orbitals. Our calculations based on the Fritz Haber Institute
ab initio molecular simulations package (FHI-AIMS) [50–54]
always use a restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) starting point with
G0W0,R@RHF in the basis of RHF orbitals. Figure 2 shows
our DCI results compared to two versions of coupled cluster
(CC), the random phase approximation (RPA), and full con-
figuration interaction quantum Monte Carlo (FCIQMC). Our
DCI calculation is free of unphysical bumps or divergences

TABLE I. Vertical singlet excitation energies (eV) of N2 [57] and
C2

a computed with the Bethe-Salpeter equation (GW/BSE), EOM-
CCSD [57,58], and DCI. Our (6,6) and (8,8) DCI calculations are
performed at the experimental bond lengths of 1.0977 and 1.2425 Å,
respectively, for N2 and C2, in the cc-pVQZ basis.

GW/BSE EOM-CCSD DCI Expt. [67]

N2 7.93 9.47 9.33 9.31
C2 <0.1 1.33 1.11 1.23

aWe perform our own calculation for C2 at the G0W0@HF/BSE
level. The N2 value from Ref. [57] is based on G0W0@LDA/BSE
(LDA=local density approximation).

in the dissociation curve characteristic of single-reference
methods. The overall agreement with high-level results is
satisfactory considering the relative ease of our augmented
(6,6) CI calculation.

Continuing with the challenging case of N2, we compute
excited-state energy surfaces along the dissociation path,
shown in Fig. 2. Qualitatively, the ground state and three
lowest excited states closely match FCI results [48]. Our
primary interest is with the conical intersection between the
higher-energy 5
u and c3

1
u states near 1.3 Å. FCI results
of this intersection from Ref. [48] are shown in Fig. 2 with
dashed lines. There is a vertical shift between DCI and FCI
data due to the overestimate of dynamic correlation, but the
shape of the DCI intersection agrees with the FCI results. This
intersection is missed by all variants of CC tested in Ref. [48].
Properly describing the conical intersection demonstrates that
DCI is unbiased towards any single D configuration and can
treat near degeneracies among multiconfigurational states.

For a quantitative comparison, we report equilibrium ex-
citation energies in Table I. We expect excitation energies
to be the major strength of the theory. Systematic errors
in total energies for both ground and excited states may
cancel during internal ω iterations to compute �. Our DCI
calculation for excited states of N2 shows good agreement
with experiment and equation-of-motion CC (EOM-CCSD),
and noticeably improves upon GW/BSE [57,58]. The unusual
bonding of the carbon dimer is a challenging problem for
many theories [59,60], and the π → π∗ transitions in ethene
and butadiene are additional benchmark tests in quantum
chemistry with high-quality theoretical data for comparison
[61–65]. The lowest excitation energies for C2, ethene, and
butadiene calculated with DCI, shown in Tables I and II, are

TABLE II. Vertical singlet excitation energies (eV) of ethene
(C2H4) and butadiene (C4H6) computed at their experimental [68]
and second-order Møller-Plesset (MP2) [61] geometries in the cc-
pVTZ and cc-pVDZ basis sets, respectively. We use DCI active
spaces of (6,6) and (4,4), respectively, to correlate the π → π∗

transition. For ethene, our (6,6) AS includes low-energy σ and σ ∗

states. Reference CCSDT and FCIQMC data are in atomic natural
orbital (ANO)-L-VXZP (X = D or X = T) basis sets [61].

EOM-CCSDT FCIQMC DCI Expt. [69–73]

C2H4 7.97 7.97 7.99 7.66
C4H6 6.50 6.53 6.48 5.92
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FIG. 3. Ionization spectrum of benzene measured by experiment
[78] (black), computed with EOM-CCSD [76] (blue), the Diagonal
H approximation (green), and DCI (red). Peak assignments are taken
from Ref. [79]. We use the cc-pVDZ basis and generate D up to triple
excitations, DCI-SDT. π states are indicated with solid lines while σ

states are shown with dashed lines.

in excellent agreement with benchmark theory. For butadiene
and ethene, our discrepancy with experiment can be attributed
to an incomplete basis and nonadiabatic coupling present in
experiment [61]. In butadiene, for which we find the many-
body excitation to have one dominant single excitation, our
computed excitation energy changes by <0.05 eV by varying
the active space from (2,2) to (8,8) [66]. Even with a small AS,
DCI can describe such well-defined excitations—the effects
of configurations surrounding the dominant one are already
captured by our quasiparticle Hamiltonian.

We also consider charged excitations, which depend on two
separate SCF and G0W0,R calculations, to test the robustness
of the theory. The ionization spectrum of benzene is a difficult
prediction in MBPT that is sensitive to self-consistency, vertex
corrections, and mean-field starting points [74,75]. To de-
scribe the first five ionization energies, we use an orbital AS of
(10,7) and (9,7) for the neutral molecule and ion, respectively.
For such a small AS in a system as large as benzene, the
correlation treatment in R is very important and presents a
difficult test of the theory.

Our DCI prediction is shown in Fig. 3. The first ioniza-
tion potential (IP), a bonding π state near 9 eV, is in good
agreement with experiment and past results. It is encouraging
that the theory can describe such a charged excitation. The π

state near 12.5 eV is also in good agreement with experiment.
We predict the first σ state to be ∼0.15 eV below the closest
π state. While this peak position is not perfectly aligned
with experiment, our result is in good agreement with recent
EOM-CCSD results [76] (<0.2 eV) and the renormalized
singles GW approach (RSGW ) [77] without any adjustable
parameters. The remaining discrepancy between theory and
experiment for the σ state of benzene could be partly due to
nonadiabatic effects or, in our case, an error of the underlying
G0W0,R calculation.

For benzene, we test a number of other approximations
to R correlation, both with and without the quasiparticle
approximation. Certain approximations, such as the frozen
core approximation in which R correlation is zero, perform
so poorly that their spectra do not even resemble the exper-
imental one. A GW -RPA-like approximation, in which the
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FIG. 4. Total time to compute the DCI Hamiltonian for alkene
chains as a function of electron number Nelectrons or number of orbitals
Norbitals.

quasiparticle excitation energy is a sum of GWR quasiparticles
without any interquasiparticle interactions, also performs very
poorly (not shown here). Among these other approximations,
the one with the best agreement with experiment is to use the
diagonal matrix RHR without any quasiparticle renormaliza-
tion, which we denote “Diagonal H” in Fig. 3. In Diagonal
H, the excitation energy has the same form as Eq. (5), but the
self-energy is the bare exchange and the screened Coulomb
interaction between excited particles is instead unscreened.
Additionally, the ground-state energy ER

0 is replaced by the
energy of the reference configuration, E ref . By comparison
with DCI, we see the effect of screening in the R subspace.
For benzene, the screening effects included in DCI improve
the splitting of the first π states and the position of the σ

peak. The Diagonal H approximation reverses the ordering
of the higher π and σ states, in worse agreement with ex-
periment than DCI. The improved agreement with experiment
by including screening with DCI gives us confidence that a
quasiparticle treatment beyond G0W0@HF in the future will
further improve the results.

Finally, we discuss the computational scaling and algo-
rithm behind our approach. Equation (3) is equivalent to ED
and does not, by itself, improve the computational scaling of
the many-body problem. However, our diagonal quasiparticle
approximation reduces scaling of the DCI Hamiltonian for
a fixed AS to a much more efficient O(N5). A number of
important problems, including point defects in solids or d-
electron complexes, can be formulated as a fixed AS coupled
to varying bath degrees of freedom, represented by different
solids or molecular ligands in these examples. To demonstrate
this principle, consider a series of alkene chains of increasing
length with a single double bond at their centers. For an AS
correlating the double bond, DCI provides a proper multiref-
erence treatment of strong correlation while adding dynamic
correlation with favorable O(N5) scaling, as shown in Fig. 4.
The DCI algorithm is conceptually simple and well suited to
parallelization. The eigenvalues ε

GWR
i and matrix elements of

WR in Eq. (5) are precomputed numbers that never need to be
updated during self-consistent iterations.

In conclusion, we have presented a quantum embedding
theory that effectively embeds a wave function calculation
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inside of a many-body Green’s function calculation to capital-
ize on the strengths of both theories. Our DCI theory merges
aspects of quantum chemistry, strongly correlated physics,
and GW theory to provide a balanced, multidisciplinary
description of electronic correlation. Initial calculations for
dimers, linear organics, and benzene demonstrate the ver-
satility of the theory for describing different regimes of
correlation.
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